T cell-derived glucosteroid response-modifying factor (GRMFT): a unique lymphokine made by normal T lymphocytes and a T cell hybridoma.
Mouse spleen cells and a murine T cell hybridoma, FS6 14.13.1, produce a glucosteroid response-modifying factor (GRMFT) after stimulation with concanavalin A. GRMFT blocks glucosteroid suppression of helper T cell function and the growth of granulocyte/macrophage progenitor cells in vitro. IL 1 also protects helper T cells and myeloid precursors from glucosteroid suppression. This suggests that GRMFT and IL 1 act congruently to ensure that an effective immune response is generated when endogenous glucosteroid levels are elevated. To understand the role of GRMFT in normal immune responses and in disease states characterized by imbalances in the immune system, we began to purify and characterize GRMFT. GRMFT appears to be distinct from other well-characterized T cell-derived factors. GRMFT is larger than IL 2 as determined by gel exclusion chromatography and is completely separated from IL 2 by isoelectric focusing. Furthermore, purified IL 2 does not have GRMFT activity. Purified IL 3 also lacks GRMFT activity, and conditions that inactivate immune interferon have no effect on GRMFT. Thus, GRMFT is different from IL 2, IL 3, and immune interferon. GRMFT also lacks activity in the thymocyte co-mitogenic assay and is therefore different from IL 1. Finally, FS6 14.13.1 reportedly does not produce TRF or CSF, which suggests that GRMFT is different from these molecules as well.